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ABSTRACT

METHODS AND METRICS FOR HUMAN CONTROL OF
MULTI-ROBOT TEAMS

Jeffrey David Anderson
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Master of Science

Human-controlled robots are utilized in many situations and such use is becoming widespread. This thesis details research that allows a single human to interact
with a team of robots performing tasks that require cooperation. The research provides insight into effective interaction design methods and appropriate interface techniques. The use of team-level autonomy is shown to decrease human workload while
simultaneously improving individual robot efficiency and robot-team cooperation.
An indoor human-robot interaction testbed was developed at the BYU MAGICC Lab to facilitate experimentation. The testbed consists of eight robots equipped
with wireless modems, a field on which the robots move, an overhead camera and image processing software which tracks robot position and heading, a simulator which
allows development and testing without hardware utilization and a graphical user

interface which enables human control of either simulated or hardware robots. The
image processing system was essential for effective robot hardware operation and
is described in detail. The system produced accurate robot position and heading
information 30 times per second for a maximum of 12 robots, was relatively insensitive
to lighting conditions and was easily reconfigurable.
The completed testbed was utilized to create a game for testing human-robot
interaction schemes. The game required a human controlling three robots to find and
tag three robot opponents in a maze. Finding an opponent could be accomplished
by individual robots, but tagging an opponent required cooperation between at least
two robots. The game was played by 11 subjects in five different autonomy modes
ranging from limited robot autonomy to advanced individual autonomy with basic
team-level autonomy. Participants were interrupted during the game by a secondary
spatial reasoning task which prevented them from interacting with the robots for short
periods of time. Robot performance during that interruption provided a measure of
both individual and team neglect tolerance. Individual robot neglect tolerance and
performance did not directly correspond to those quantities at the team level. The
interaction mode with the highest levels of individual and team autonomy was most
effective; it minimized game time and human workload and maximized team neglect
tolerance.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
During the last century, more technological advances have been made than
have occurred in the rest of recorded history combined. Among the most interesting
of these advances are those made in the area of artificial intelligence. Humans seem
to be obsessed with the idea of artifically creating life. As this has been impossible
to date, they try to make machines that mimic living things. Potentially this could
drastically affect the quality of life that is enjoyed. Although there are always two
sides to every story, this source of cheap labor that never forms unions, works twentyfour hours per day, does not require lunch breaks or climate-controlled work places,
and can be retrained with the stroke of a key could greatly improve the quality of life
enjoyed by many.

1.1

Background
The twenty-first century is marked by increasing human reliance on technol-

ogy. Technology has the potential to remove humans from dangerous, mundane, or
stressful situations. Examples of such situations include military reconnaissance, border patrol, and air traffic control. One common form technology currently takes is
robotic agents controlled by humans.
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While it is possible to build autonomous agents it is very difficult, outside of a
very controlled environment, to prepare for every possible situation. In addition, while
robots are very effective at gathering information, they are not so good at interpreting
information. For example, it would not be advisable to leave the decision to attack a
potential enemy position to image processing software, those types of decisions will
probably always be made by responsible humans either physically present or viewing
information collected by remote robotic agents. One goal that has been proposed [1]
is the creation of a humanoid team of robots with the skill to play soccer against
the winners of the year 2050 World Cup and win. Such a large achievement requires
intermediate steps, one of which is some level of cooperation between robotic agents
and human controllers.
Technical obstacles to success in this endeavor are many. It is not now difficult
to control a team of agents in a purely simulated environment. Such things have been
done for years in computer games. The challenge is to make a system that will actually
work with hardware in an unpredictable environment. Effective hardware systems in
the future will deal with communication restrictions (both bandwidth and distance
related), solve problems (possibly with distributed systems), smoothly and reliably
react to outside stimuli, effect team coordination, integrate human input with system
autonomy, and use the strengths of each team member including human operators
to achieve optimal solutions. Many of the issues that designers must overcome such
as complexity scaling, communication delays, sensor failure, complex and potentially
unpredictable operating environments, and so on explain why this problem is so
difficult. Good software design alone is not sufficient. The method of controlling the
2

hardware, the control system, plays a part in system complexity and stability. Choices
about hardware design dramatically affect the design of the control system. A lowlevel sub-optimal controller that is simple and reliable may simplify initial research
and may justify performance losses. Sensor design affects not only system control, but
also the user interface. A user interacts with the world through the robot’s sensors.
Keeping the user involved and aware requires feedback from the system’s sensors.
This is also important for building reliable and flexible autonomy.

1.1.1

Human-Robot Interaction
In 1992, Thomas Sheridan published a book entitled Telerobotics, Automation,

and Human Supervisory Control [2]. The text details many approaches to controlling
robots and overcoming some of the challenges listed above. Many of the ideas that
have been tried and many of the papers cited here implement ideas originally proposed
by Sheridan. Manual operation of robots has limited usefulness and requires constant
attention from the operators. It is therefore desirable to build agents with at least
some level of autonomy allowing them to be partially self-directed.
Creating effective autonomous robots is difficult, especially in unpredictable
environments. One approach to solving this problem is to build basic behaviors that
each robot is given and then develop a method for deciding what to do when several
behaviors are acting simultaneously [3, 4, 5]. This problem has been studied for
the simple case of navigation. Each acting behavior drives the robot in a certain
direction at a certain speed. With holonomic systems it is possible to have each
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behavior contribute to the final velocity vector. For nonholonomic systems Balch and
Arkin [5] used voting methods to determine the desired velocity vector.
Once the robots are sufficiently intelligent, their effectiveness and flexibility
can be increased by interaction with one or more human controllers. Early work
done by Adams and Paul [6] uses a form of supervisory control where the robots
can query the human and the human can query the system to effect interaction.
In addition, they give the human low-level access in case intervention at that level
becomes necessary. More recently, Fong and Thorpe [7] made robots autonomous,
but gave them the ability to ask either a human or other robots on the team for
information. Perzanowski, et al. [8] worked to enable robots to recognize natural
language and gestures so that humans have only to speak and gesture in order to
communicate their desires to the robots. They intend to develop robots capable of
reasoning about their environment and able to learn from robots and humans they
interact with. Finally, as an extension to the behavior-based work described above,
it is possible to include the commands of the human with other active behaviors and
thus introduce human control into behavior-based systems [9].

1.1.2

Human Control of Robot Teams
One step above controlling single robots is working with an entire team of

robots. In [5] as described above, individual robots have several behaviors operating
at once. All the behaviors together decide the actions of the individual. Similarly,
individual robots could be given behaviors that would induce them to work together
as a team. For example, the Avoid-Obstacle, Avoid-Robot, Maintain-Formation and
4

Move-to-Goal behaviors in individuals could operate together to move a team of
robots which are also avoiding obstacles, other robots and maintaining a formation.
Overall team behavior could be controlled by adjusting the relative strength of each
individual behavior. Early work done by Laengle, et al. [10] suggests building one
powerful robot that controls many lesser robots. A human controller would interact
with the powerful robot which then commands all the other robots. In a variant of
this idea, Egerstedt and Hu [11] allow the user to command the position of a virtual
robot while the robots on the team maintain a formation around that “virtual leader.”
Their approach is mathematical with obstacle avoidance built into the control law.
Once a library of behaviors (either individual or team) is available, it is possible to
interact with the system through a playbook type interface [12]. A play is selected
and the team executes that play until another is specified or until the user puts the
robots back into manual control mode. In [13], Parasuraman, et al. use a playbook
style interface in three experiments and show it is a viable method of controlling the
team in a controlled environment.
One objective of team-control research is to build scalable systems. In other
words, it is important that a scheme that works for three robots also work for ten
robots. Ossowski [14] presents a way of doing this by having each robot in a team
compute its own path, process its own sensor information, and determine its own
goals. A central controller then collects each agent’s goals and arbitrates between
conflicting goals to give a team-optimal solution. Gill and Zomaya [15] use parallel
computing and genetic algorithms to take advantage of the increase in computing
power that comes with an increase in the number of intelligent agents on a team.
5

Lee and Chang [16] eliminate the central controller by creating negotiation rules that
allow self-interested agents to coordinate their activities. Global performance is not
necessarily optimal, but the system is shown to work reasonably well.

1.1.3

Metrics for Evaluating Interaction Effectiveness
Although some work has been done on controlling teams of robots, the current

state of research in this area seems quite fragmented. Good ideas have been developed, some testing has occurred, but relatively few groups have tested team control
methods in hardware and real-world team-based applications seem just out of reach.
One obstacle to progress in this endeavor is the lack of metrics for evaluating success.
The field is still so new that standardization has not occurred in this area [17]. Steinfeld, et al. [17] propose possible metrics in five categories of tasks in which a robot
might be involved. These task categories are navigation, perception, management,
manipulation, and social. Unfortunately, metrics developed for measuring the effectiveness of single robots or human interaction with robots on a one by one basis do
not necessarily work well for evaluating the performance of a robot team. It is clear
that metrics for measuring how well a team cooperates to accomplish objectives are
needed.
Neglect tolerance is a property that has been proposed as a metric for evaluating robot performance and the effectiveness of interaction schemes [18, 19, 20].
In general, when a human-directed robot is neglected, its performance degrades. A
neglect-tolerant robot’s performance would not degrade as quickly in the presence
of neglect as a robot that is not neglect tolerant. It is desirable to have sufficient
6

intelligence built into the robots to give their behaviors neglect tolerant properties.
Neglect can be caused by many factors including operator overload and communication latency or interruption. For example, if a team is given a task and dispatched,
its progress can only be monitored and input given as long as that team is in communication with the controller. A loss of communication would result in the team being
neglected by the human, likely resulting in a decrease in overall team effectiveness.
Such neglect can also be caused by operator overload where the human is required
to control many robots requiring individual attention. As more robots require attention, operator time per robot decreases and again overall team performance will
likely degrade. Neglect tolerance has been used to determine the maximum number
of robots a user could theoretically control without robots dropping below a certain
level of performance.
Another method for measuring team intelligence and for evaluating human
supervisory control was proposed in [21]. In that work, situational awareness is proposed as a metric for comparing human-robot interaction schemes. The three levels of
awareness described are the ability to perceive cues, the ability to integrate multiple
pieces of information and determine the relevance of each relative to a list of goals,
and the ability to forecast future events and dynamics based on current perception.
Another approach to this work focuses on human factors issues. One research
program involved in this area has attempted to find a relationship between operator
workload and task efficiency [12, 13]. A common measure of task efficiency is how
quickly a task can be accomplished. However, as operator workload increases beyond
a threshold, tasks can no longer be efficiently completed at a sustainable level.
7

1.2

Multiple Agent Intelligent Coordination and Control
Controlling multiple agents intelligently and coordinating their efforts is the

stated goal of the research at the Multiple Agent Intelligent Coordination and Control Lab (MAGICC Lab) at Brigham Young University. Although many research
programs explore control of multiple robots under the title “control of robot teams,”
not all the aspects of this problem have been explored. A single human interacting
with and controlling multiple robots simultaneously is a form of team control. The
problem becomes more complex when cooperation between robotic agents is necessary for successful task completion. Such team cooperation has not been explored in
detail. It was proposed that an environment be created that would allow studies to
be made with multiple robots and robot teams at the MAGICC Lab. The focus and
research goal of such studies was exploration of problems which require coordination
between multiple robots directed by a human supervisor.
The existing MAGICC Lab facilities include a 15 by 15 foot square field with
an overhead camera. Five robots approximately one foot in diameter were originally
available for research. The overhead camera was used to determine the rough position
and heading of each robot. The robots were non-holonomic systems with two driven
wheels and two freely rotating casters. The details of the system design can be found
in [22] and [23]. The system worked well for some types of research, but could not be
expanded for team control research for several reasons including the limited number
of robots, the size and maneuverability of the robots, communication bandwidth and
latency issues, and user interface limitations.
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In order to expand the capabilities of the research facilities at the MAGICC
Lab, a new system was designed and implemented. Robots were built to be simple,
small, maneuverable, and easily controlled. A precision global robot tracking system
that would accommodate up to 16 robots was built. Finally, a robot control system
was designed that enabled users to specify which robots they would like to control
and allow them to interact with the robots either in simulation or with the hardware
engaged.

1.3

Thesis Contributions
This thesis details contributions in the field of human-robot cooperation. Spe-

cific contributions include:
• Robotics research testbed development
• Image processing algorithm for robot location development
• Individual and team robot behavior and autonomy development
• Individual and team robot performance measurement technique development
• Robot autonomy impact on human workload and team performance exploration
The robotics research testbed is described with particular emphasis on the image processing algorithm that was developed exclusively by the author. Human-controlled
teams were developed to work together to accomplish tasks requiring robotic agent
cooperation quickly and efficiently. Strengths of humans such as situational awareness
and team strategy development are combined with effective individual and team-level
9

autonomy to reduce human workload while simultaneously increasing overall team effectiveness. The relationship between individual robot performance and overall team
performance is explored within the framework of a game which requires agent cooperation. Finally, methods for measuring individual and team performance, human
workload and robot autonomy effectiveness for certain classes of problems are developed and applied. Specific areas of contribution are listed below.

1.4

Thesis Outline
This thesis discusses the design and construction of a system prepared to

study human control of multi-robot teams (Chapters 2 and 3). Specifically, robot
teams performing tasks that could not be completed without teamwork were of interest. Once the system was completed, robot autonomy modes were created and
an experiment was designed and performed (Chapter 4). The experiment was designed to test the effectiveness of five different human-robot interaction modes in the
framework of a game in which human-controlled robots work together to find and
tag opponents (other robots) in a maze-like environment. In order to tag an opponent, robots were required to work together. A preliminary hypothesis was that
team-cooperation would be best accomplished using some combination of individual
and team autonomy directed by a user with power to interact with the team as a
whole or with specific individuals as the situation demanded. Next, metrics for evaluating team performance were developed and the experiment results are discussed
(Chapter 5). Finally, work accomplished is summarized, conclusions are drawn and
recommendations for future work are offered (Chapter 6).
10

Chapter 2
Human-Robot Interaction System Design
Research in the robotics field requires a testbed of some kind; an area where
experimentation is possible. A definition of the term “testbed” as it is used here is a
number of robots, an environment where the robots operate, and a system allowing
human direction of or interaction with the robots. Generally, the more complex the
world in which the robots must function, the more complex the robots themselves
must be in terms of sensors, mechanical/electrical design, and software. One very
complex robotics application is described in [1], where a soccer team of autonomous
humanoid robots is designed to challenge the year 2050 world cup winning team. The
robots in such a system would be developed to function on a soccer field in a fairly
predictable environment. The testbed in that case would be the robots, the soccer
field and any additional things necessary to support the robots. The first step in
doing robotics research was to build robots and develop an environment in which the
robots could function. After that was accomplished, a system allowing human control
of and interaction with the robots was developed.
This chapter will describe the several components of the BYU MAGICC Lab
robotics testbed, referencing the work of others and describing in some detail the work
of the author. Procedures for using the system will also be described and while the

11

utility of the testbed will be more fully demonstrated in Chapter 4, several research
uses of this testbed will be briefly discussed.

2.1

System Design Goals
Because the field of human-robot interaction research is new and standardized

research methods have not been developed, it was decided to adopt a trial and error
approach for interaction method development. System design was not determined a
priori. Rather the system was designed to be easily redesigned or reconfigured for
different experiments and interaction methods. As interaction began to take place,
necessary changes or desired features became obvious. This was important because
in the design stage before any interaction is possible it is very difficult to determine
many desirable system features. A system designed for reconfiguration was useful
and well-suited for research in this area.
One way to build such flexibility into a system is to build it from robot behaviors. These behaviors are packets of commands that make the robot or team of
robots act. The behaviors can be complex or simple, but it is most desirable to make
many simple behaviors and then build the more complex behaviors by combining
several simple behaviors. This allows for flexibility because the user can then change
one level of autonomy or the system as a whole by turning on or off one or more
behaviors.
The goals and design criteria for this testbed focused on the ability to study
as many robot-team control aspects as possible while minimizing system redesign requirements. It was desirable to do most of the development and study of problems
12

strictly in software and then turn on the hardware and test interaction methods using
physical robots without major system modifications. Hardware always adds complexity, but is necessary for research to be applicable to real-world problems. Standardized
input-output interface methods for simulation and hardware were another design goal.
It was also important to be able to easily collect data for experiment analysis.

2.2

System Component Design
The testbed was not entirely built or designed by any one person, rather it

was a collaboration between several students with input from several professors. The
system design will be explained in this chapter with emphasis on work done by the
author. The system was made up of robot hardware; a global robot position and
attitude sensor; control algorithms and communication equipment; a simulator that
could take the place of robot sensors, hardware and control; a physical maze and
maze-reading equipment and algorithms; a graph-based path planner; a rule enforcing
module termed the Referee; and a graphical user interface (termed a “Basestation”)
for human control of individual robots or robot teams. The end result was a system
that allowed robots to be commanded or to command themselves according to autonomy rules developed by users. Robot behaviors and game rules could be developed
completely in simulation and then with minimal reconfiguration the system became
fully functional in hardware. Such flexibility is probably the main strength of the design - it is a system that allows for easy transition between simulation and hardware.
Figure 2.1 shows the overall layout of the system. As discussed above, two modes of
system operation were available. The first utilized hardware robots that were tracked
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Figure 2.1: MAGICC Lab Testbed Schematic

by an overhead camera and image processing software termed the Vision Server. The
robots received a wireless signal sent by a process termed the Control Server. Desired
robot positions are input to the Control Server and current robot position and angle
are received from the Control Server. In the second mode of system operation, a
simulator is used to replace the hardware robots. Control Server inputs and outputs
remain the same for both modes of operation. The Control Server itself functions
differently if the Simulator is engaged because it no longer needs to send out wireless
commands to the hardware robots. Two teams were available to be controlled. Each
system component will be described in the following sections.
14

2.2.1

Hardware Robots
The first main system component designed was the hardware robots. The

robots were designed to make position and angle control a relatively easy problem.
The goal was to maximize robot maneuverability and controllability while minimizing
robot size. The final design chosen was a three-wheeled holonomic robot that was
capable of moving in any direction without rotation. It was also possible to command
angular velocity independently of linear velocity. The robots and control algorithms
were not designed by the author.

Figure 2.2: Omni-Directional Hardware Robots
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A picture of a hardware robot is shown in Figure 2.2. This figure shows that
each of the three robot wheels are made up of twelve smaller free-spinning wheels set
perpendicular to the larger wheel at its perimeter. The three large wheels are placed
at unique angles (i.e. none of the wheels are parallel or perpendicular to the others).
The robot was equipped with a microprocessor that had outputs for driving motors,
servos, and lights and inputs for motor encoders, a wireless modem and power. The
microprocessor and motors were powered by a rechargeable battery pack.
Each robot is a simple drone that performs the task of receiving a packet
of information, parsing out which parts of the packet are specific to it, and then
responding to those commands. Several slots in the packet were available for each
robot. During the search-evade game described in Chapter 4 only three slots per
robot were used. The three slots contained desired wheel velocity information for
each of the robot’s three wheels. The robot used encoders on the motors to which
the wheels were attached and simple PID control to regulate each wheel’s angular
velocity.

2.2.2

Vision System
For proper robot control it was necessary to know the global position and an-

gle of each robot as well as the positions of obstacles. This was accomplished using
an overhead camera as a sensor. Details of the image processing algorithm design are
discussed in Chapter 3. The camera collected visual information from the field and
passed that information to a computer. The form of the information was three numbers per pixel. These numbers were the value of red, green, and blue light detected at
16

that pixel. Because of the quality of the camera, each pixel was not sampled individually to determine each of the three values. Instead, averaging between adjacent pixels
provided the numbers. After the pixel information was collected, it was processed to
determine position and angle information for robots on the field. The information
was requested and distributed to users by means of a multi-threaded server. New
pixel data was available approximately 30 times per second. The image processing
algorithms, associated hardware, and information distribution system were termed
collectively the Vision Server.
The purpose of the Vision Server was to provide accurate, current position
information for all robots on the field. Anything that caused delays such as a missing
robot or colliding robots (where overlapping tops could cause robots to be lost to
view) had to be strictly avoided. Delays in the vision system trickled down to nearly
every aspect of the entire system and were thus undesirable.
Because the position information would be potentially useful to several users
simultaneously, the system was designed as a server. Clients could send desired tracking information (i.e. how many robots or robot teams to track, what colors to look
for, etc.) and the server would respond with position and angle information 30 times
a second. The details of the server connection protocol are discussed in Chapter 3.
Up to twelve robots could be tracked simultaneously. The image processing algorithm is very accurate with position uncertainty on the order of millimeters and angle
uncertainty on the order of tenths of degrees.
Robot position information was used differently in different situations. Some
applications displayed all collected information at all times. The positions of every
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tracked robot were displayed as were all obstacles. Other applications focused on
world exploration and showed only a small part of known information. In real-world
applications the amount of information available would depend on distributed sensors
and networking. The primary purpose of the research testbed in the MAGICC Lab
was not to study distributed sensing and information networking problems. Rather
the focus was on human-robot, robot-robot, and human-robot team interface methods.
Obstacle information was obtained through the camera only once per field
setup. For example, if the field were redesigned with a new maze of obstacles, the
Vision Server would be used to generate an obstacle file for that particular field
configuration. As long as that particular maze remained intact, programs or processes
needing obstacle information obtained it from the field configuration file and not from
the Vision Server.

2.2.3

Control Server
The robot control system is made up of two main components, the Vision

Server and the Control Server. In hardware mode, the Vision Server obtains each
robot’s position and angle 30 times per second. The Control Server uses this information to calculate the desired velocity of each robot’s wheels and then sends out the
desired velocities 30 times per second. In simulation mode, the Simulator produces
robot position information and sends it to the Control Server which then sends the
commands back to the Simulator. The Control Server block gets robot position in-
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formation from the Vision Server or from the Simulator depending on whether the
system is running in hardware or simulation mode.
The Control Server uses a line control algorithm to determine what velocity
each robot’s wheels should turn at in order to move along a specified line. The
algorithm takes as inputs current position, desired position, desired linear velocity and
desired angular velocity. An option is also available that calculates angular velocity
based on a point that the robot should always face. The outputs of the algorithm are
three angular velocities, one for each of a robot’s wheels. The reason for a separate
process to do the control is that in order to guarantee system stability it is necessary
to guarantee that the control is sent out regularly. Due to the characteristics of
the Linux system scheduler, timing cannot be guaranteed with multiple processes
running on a single machine. Thus, stable robot operation was not achieved until
the control process was isolated on a dedicated machine. Individual robot processes
monitor their own position and send out waypoints to the Control Server one at a
time. An interruption in the robot processes results in the physical robots pausing at
a waypoint until the next one is sent – a stable behavior.
Once desired robot wheel velocities were calculated, they were collected and
sent out over a wireless modem. Each robot received the same signal containing
information for all robots. Information was organized by robot number with each
robot on a team assigned a unique number. One signal per team was used.
Like the Vision Server, the Control Server was a stand-alone unit that had the
capability to be used by any process in the lab. With well defined inputs and outputs
and the ability to “listen” for connections, the system was designed for maximum flex19

ibility. The modular design had many benefits including ease of system maintenance
and simplification of the debugging process. If the system malfunctioned, each major
component was checked for proper functionality individually. Once a problem was
found, less time was spent fixing it because each system component is much simpler
alone.

2.2.4

Simulator
In order to facilitate system development, a method of replacing the Control

Server and Vision Server with a simulator was devised. The Simulator was adapted
from a system built for a robot soccer Electrical Engineering senior class project.
Gerrit Sorensen did most of the work to make it compatible with the MAGICC Lab
testbed system. The Simulator accepts the same inputs and gives the same outputs as
the Control and Vision Servers. If the Simulator is working properly, a person using
the system cannot tell the difference between running in hardware or in simulation.
The benefits of using the Simulator were that the robot batteries did not have to be
kept charged, the field did not have to be properly lit, two separate computers for
running the Vision Server and the Control Server were freed up and there were less
active processes to worry about. The Simulator made robot autonomy and interface
technique development much easier.
Because the Simulator used the same inputs and outputs as the Vision and
Control Servers, turning off the Simulator and turning on the hardware did not require
any system redesign. More computers were required, the robots had to be turned on,
placed on the field in their starting locations, fully charged, the Control and Vision
20

Servers had to be running, the wireless modems had to be turned on, tuned to the
proper frequency and working properly, extra lights around the field had to be turned
on in an attempt to provide even lighting across the entire field. Using the hardware
was not trivial and the time savings provided by the Simulator led to much quicker
progress with system development.

2.2.5

Test Bed Field
The robots functioned on a 15 by 15 foot field. The size was partially deter-

mined by the amount of space available in the MAGICC Lab and partially by the
maximum size visible by the camera for image processing. The field (see Figure 2.3
was carpeted and was bordered by a 4 inch tall wall that was approximately 4 inches
in width. The wall was also carpeted and padded. It was determined early in the
development of the field to study problems where robots were required to avoid obstacles in a semi-congested area. This would introduce the need for path-planning,
obstacle avoidance, and make the problem a little more realistic. The field with obstacles resembled a maze through which the robots were required to pass and began
to be called simply the maze. The maze was made up of small blocks of wood (2 in.
high by 2 in. wide by 12 in. long). Each piece was painted with flat black paint so as
not to interfere with the function of the vision system. Each block had Velcro on the
underside as a method of keeping it in place. The field was thus easily reconfigurable.
The position of obstacles was read from a field configuration file by system
processes so each time the field was reconfigured the configuration file had to be
recreated. Several different processes were used at different times to create the con21

Figure 2.3: MAGICC Lab Robotics Testbed

figuration file. Methods all included the use of the Vision Server to determine the
position of each wall segment. The reason the Vision Server had to be used was because obstacle position needed to be consistent with reported robot position in order
to avoid collisions between robots and obstacles. After several different ideas were
tried, the final method of creating the configuration file was to put white stickers on
both ends and the center of each block. The vision system then found each white
concentration and created the configuration file from that information.

2.2.6

Path Planner
As described in Section 2.2.3 robots could be directed with the input of the

coordinates of a desired destination. The robot would then attempt to move to the
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destination in a straight line from its current position. More complicated paths were
composed of line-segments defined by a series of waypoints. When robots came within
a tolerance of the first waypoint the next waypoint was substituted as a goal. In this
manner a robot could be guided through the maze to a destination. This method of
controlling a robot was effective, but labor intensive. A first step to building higher
levels of robot autonomy was the development of a path planner. The specifics of the
path planner development and testing are described in detail by Gerrit Sorensen [24].
For sake of continuity, a brief overview of the path planner will be presented here.
The goal of path development was to determine a series of waypoints that
would approximate the shortest possible path through the maze to a specified goal
from a robot’s current position. This was accomplished by generating a graph using
points around the border of each obstacle. In order to keep paths a safe distance away
from the obstacles each obstacle border was expanded before the graph was generated.
The graph was pruned to remove any segments intersecting obstacle borders. Next
the graph was searched to find the shortest path.

2.2.7

Referee
One stated goal of the robotics testbed was the ability to perform experiments

and research quickly and easily. Most uses that were envisioned included a game or
game-like situation involving rules. In order to make the implementation of rules or
the changing of rules as simple as possible, a software module termed the “Referee”
was designed. The Referee controlled the communication of processes. In addition
the Referee could send commands to any system module. Using this control almost
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any rule could be enforced. Another benefit of the Referee was having all system
information collected at one spot. Thus, information about where each robot on
each team was located, the status of each robot (i.e. tagged or not tagged, able
or unable to communicate with Basestation, etc.), and overall game progress was
immediately available. For debugging purposes and system monitoring purposes a
graphical user interface showing all available information was developed and termed
the “Referee GUI”. Figure 2.4 depicts the Referee graphical user interface. This

Figure 2.4: Referee GUI
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GUI was developed originally to monitor teams playing the Capture-the-Flag game.
This type of centralized information source allowed for efficient system debugging and
made it much easier to monitor and capture information for experiment analysis.
The function of the Referee was not only as a rule enforcer, but also as a
system coordinator. For example, the Referee waited for both teams to connect
and send a “ready-to-play” signal. Once everything was ready, the Referee allowed
play to begin by allowing communication between robot processes and the team
Basestation. When the game was won or if one of the teams quit, the Referee stopped
communication between robots and the Basestation and sent out a message to that
effect. Additionally, a person monitoring the game progress could decide to stop play
or restart play using available commands displayed on the GUI. This made game
development much easier and efficient.

2.3

System Research Uses
The robotics testbed was completed and used for several research projects.

The author of this thesis used the testbed to study interaction methods for a human
controlling a team of robots working to accomplish tasks requiring cooperation between robotic agents (see Chapter 4). Two other major uses of the testbed took place
simultaneously. The first dealt more with the design of an effective user interface.
The second focused on robot team autonomy. Joshua Johansen of the BYU HumanCentered Machine Intelligence (HCMI) Lab used the testbed to study graphical user
interface design and its impact on user workload. His user interface is shown in Figure 2.5. Issues such as how to direct the users attention to the most pressing issue and
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Figure 2.5: User Workload Study GUI

how to present information so as to allow the user to quickly grasp the situation were
studied. Performance was measured using neglect tolerance and interface efficiency
metrics.
A capture-the-flag game was built and tested in simulation [25]. The game
involved two teams made up of four robots and a simulated unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV). The object of the game was to find the enemy team’s flag and bring it back
past midfield. Three decoy flags were placed on the field. The game was set up to
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require cooperation between the simulated UAV and the ground robots. Communication between ground robots and the Basestation was limited by distance. Robots out
of range could be contacted using the UAV. Additionally, the UAV identified enemy
robot locations and potential flag positions. Finding the flag required a team robot to
be in close proximity to it. Robots on the enemy’s side of the field were in danger of
being “tagged.” A tagged robot lost all communication capabilities until it returned
to its Basestation to be “untagged.” Possible robot actions included:
• tagging enemy robots
• untagging itself
• identifying the enemy flag
• picking up and carrying the enemy flag
• dropping the flag
• defending its own flag
Problems with picking up the flags in hardware prevented the capture-the-flag game
from being played outside of simulation. Formalized experimental use of the capturethe-flag environment was limited to the work done by Joshua Johansen described
above.

2.4

System Benefits
The MAGICC Lab robotics testbed succeeded in providing a flexible environ-

ment for the study of human-robot interaction problems. The system design allowed
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changes to be made quickly and easily. It also allowed multiple users running different
experiments to use the hardware or Simulator simultaneously. The physical testbed
design allowed problems with path-planning, path deconfliction and positional sensor
design to be studied.
The following chapter describes in detail the image processing algorithm used
to determine robot position and angle. In addition, the server design which allows
many simultaneous processes to access position information simultaneously is discussed. The vision system became the only global feedback sensor in the testbed. As
such, all system components relied on its accuracy.
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Chapter 3
Vision Sensor Algorithm and Server Design
Mobile robot experimentation platforms require similar things: namely control
of the robots and some kind of interface method. Precise control of the robots depends
on precise knowledge of each robot’s current state. Precision in this case is defined not
only as little error in the position and angle measurements, but also involves getting
updates regularly and quickly; in other words, the more accurately and quickly the
state is known the better the robots can be controlled. This chapter will discuss the
solution chosen to provide robot state information for control. In addition the state
information was made available in a server format so that independent researchers or
processes could access the information.

3.1

The Case for a Global Sensor
Several factors affected the sensor decision for the testbed. Local sensors that

allow the robots to keep track of their own state and then communicate that to the
system are expensive in terms of robot complexity and communication bandwidth.
Not only does each robot have to know its own position and angle precisely, it must
also communicate that reliably to the system. This greatly complicates the communication process. As described in the previous chapter, the global-sensor-based
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MAGICC Lab testbed economizes communication: only one message is sent out by
the Control Server. Each message sent contains information for all robots. Each robot
receives the same message and picks out the relevant parts. With local sensors, each
robot would have to communicate with the control server individually. Additionally,
local sensors are subject to drift over time. In other words, slight measurement inaccuracies can add up over time and result in gross error in the reported robot state.
The MAGICC Lab started with a measurement system that used both local sensors
and a global sensor. The local sensors were wheel encoders for each of a robot’s
wheels. Information from the sensors was reduced locally and sent to the system.
Additionally, an overhead camera streamed pixel data to a computer dedicated to
image processing. The image was used to determine global position and angle information for each robot on the field. Both sets of information were used to determine
a true state for each robot. The robots were large, expensive, and constant two-way
communication was required. Such a system does not scale well. As the number of
tracked robots increases, the communication requirements become infeasible.
Although distributed systems in general do not necessarily have scaling issues
(indeed such systems have been proposed as methods of building scalable systems),
attempting to centralize the system through constant two-way communication does
not scale well. The result of the design was that the robots could only move very slowly
and only a few robots could be on the floor at once. The object of the new MAGICC
Lab testbed design described in this thesis was to maximize the number of robots
that could be simultaneously used for experimentation and also to allow those robots
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to move quickly. It became desirable to stop the two-way communication, discontinue
the use of local sensor information and rely explicitly on the global sensor.

3.2

Global Sensor Challenges and Requirements
Precision in position and angle measurements is important. The quality of

robot control is directly related to the quality of those measurements. At the time
this project was started, position information from the current system was accurate
within about 10 percent of the robot size and angle measurements were good to within
about 30 to 40 degrees. That level of precision was not sufficient for our robot control
objectives and had to be augmented with information from the robot’s own sensors.
This led to requirements of two-way communication and sophisticated robots. The
angle measurement was the most important to good control.
Proper vision system flexibility requires several capabilities. First, the system should be able to track a variable number of robots. It is inconvenient to be
forced to use the same number of robots or a specific subset of the fleet in every
experiment. Hardware breakdowns, multiple simultaneous experiments and obscured
vision all mandate this flexibility for system usability and robustness. For example,
if an experiment requires that a certain number of robots be present for operation
and suddenly one of the robots is taken off the field, obscured by another robot or
for any other reason, the system could potentially shut down or get stuck looking for
the missing robot, thus affecting all other robots. Similarly, the number of robots or
robot teams should be able to be changed easily. Individual robots or entire teams of
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robots may need to be added. Good system design will accomplish these goals while
minimizing reprogramming effort.
Vision system reliability is important as it relates to consistently receiving
current information one time step apart. Precise information that comes at random
times is not very useful for hardware control. Even if information about every robot
on the field is not known when it is time to report, all known information should be
sent on so that at least some of the robots can be smoothly controlled.
The system was designed to have the ability to track multiple teams of as
many robots as possible. It was also important to make the robots as small as
possible. In addition, the design allowed the field to be used by different processes
simultaneously. The solution to flexibility in all these different needs was a Vision
Server allowing any number of users to connect and request robot state information
from a robustly designed image-processing algorithm. The server required specific
inputs and produced specific outputs. Thus, any process sending the correct inputs
and expecting the outputs could use the Vision Server. Needs such as accuracy, robot
size, sensitivity to changing conditions (such as missing robots or people on the field)
were addressed by the new image-processing algorithm.

3.3

Vision Server Strategy and Design
As has been established above, the previous system image processing capa-

bilities were limited in accuracy. The system used information from one overhead
camera captured using a Linux Media Labs (LML) 33 frame grabber. The collected
information was then dewarped using a look-up table approach. This was necessary
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because in order to view the whole field at once it was necessary to use a wide-angle
lens that had significant distortion especially around the edges of the field of view.
The robots each had a different color top with a white spot at the leading edge and
a black spot at the trailing edge (see Figure 3.1). The image was then searched for

Figure 3.1: Original Robot Top for Image Processing Algorithm

pixels in a certain color range, the center of that color density was found and then
the center of the white “hand” position was found. Using the center of the color, the
robot position in pixels was known, and using that in combination with the center
of the hand, the angle of the robot was known. The black dot on the robot top was
to offset the white dot so the robot position calculation would not be skewed. This
approach to finding the robots was limited by robot size. A very large robot top
has more of one color and can be found more accurately. It is also very sensitive
to color thresholding and lighting changes. If the system is not perfectly calibrated,
the position and angle calculations become even less accurate. Additionally, if the
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lighting across the field is not uniform, position and angle measurements may be good
in certain portions of the field and not at others.
The goal in changing the system was to develop a new algorithm or approach
to processing the image that would provide more accurate measurements and that was
more robust to robot size, color thresholding and variable lighting conditions. Color
was no longer used in the final determination of position and angle, but instead was
used to determine rough robot position, which team a robot belonged to and which
member of the team it was. This work was essential to the development of team

Robot 1

Robot 2

Robot 3

Robot 4

Figure 3.2: Robot Team Tops for Image Processing Algorithm

behaviors and humans controlling teams of robots rather than just individuals. It
opened the door to tracking a team rather than individuals and allowed the tracking
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to happen much more quickly when the team was all in one place. Figure 3.2 shows
the tops of a robot team in the new scheme. All members of the team had the same
color at their centers. Other features of the robot tops and the importance of those
features will be discussed as the algorithm is detailed.

3.3.1

Tracking Requests and Client Connection Protocol
Position and angle information for robots on the field was available from the

Vision Server. Clients must connect to the server and request desired information.
This requires knowledge of which computer hosts the server, the connection port the
server is monitoring, the type of team or teams to be tracked, the team color, and the
number of robots on the team. Different types of connections were made available.
Some programs connect once and the connection is terminated only when the program
terminates. Other programs repeatedly connect and disconnect without termination.
The server has capacity for a large number of connections. If a connecting client
requests state information for robots that are already being tracked due to an earlier
request, the information is sent, but no additional units are added to the tracking
list. Connecting clients can also request the rate at which the server should send new
information. Generally, all connecting programs used the default refresh rate which
was 30 times per second. New information was captured by the frame grabber 60 times
per second, but only half the lines (specifically every-other line) were refreshed each
time an update was received, so the true full-picture refresh rate was approximately
30 frames per second. Thus, processing the image any faster than 30 times per second
would not produce new state information for the robots.
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3.3.2

Image Information Format and Pre-Processing Techniques
The information received from the frame grabber comes in a single array of

integers. The camera view is broken into 720 by 480 pixels. The image is sampled
to determine the color of each pixel. The color of light can be completely specified
using percent red, green, and blue. The amount of red, green and blue light required
to recreate a certain pixel’s color is given a value between 0 and 255. Thus, a pixel
which has the value of (255, 0, 0) is pure red, (0, 0, 0) is black and (255, 255, 255) is
white. The first three integer values of the array output by the frame grabber specify
the color of the first pixel in the image. The next three values specify the color of
the second pixel and so on. Determining the length of the array is simply a matter
of multiplying the number of pixels in the image by three. Specifically, the array
processed in the MAGICC Lab contained 1,036,800 elements.
Due to the size of the field and the ceiling height, the camera was equipped
with a wide-angle lens. The lens distorted the field, rounding the image at the edges.
Determining true position from the image produced required a process termed dewarping. Equations are available for some lenses that perform image dewarping,
however the MAGICC Lab used a look-up table generated with a few known points
arranged on a grid and linear interpolation. The look-up table can be used until the
camera is moved. The image was changed from 720x480 to a 571x571 image. However
the original image was longer than it was wide, so some of the image was unnecessary
and was just discarded. The final 571x571 image only contained the field of interest.
Dewarping the image added accuracy to position measurements, but blurred some
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pixels, stretching some and compressing others. It also required additional processing steps before the next image array was received leaving less time for the image
processing algorithm to do its work.
An alternative to dewarping the image was to use lenses that did not introduce
warping and solve the problem of not being able to see the entire field by using multiple
cameras. This introduces the need to coordinate information gathered from each of
the cameras. It also increases the number of computers needed for image processing.
This method has the advantage of increasing the number of pixels representing the
field thus decreasing the minimum robot top size.

3.3.3

Windows of Interest and Processing Speed
The number of image array elements precluded processing the entire image

every time step. The amount of time required to search the image for a certain shade
of red and determine the centroid of those pixels was much greater than 1/30 seconds.
The original algorithm would search the entire image once for a certain color and then
determine local concentrations of that color. The centroid of that color represented
a single robot position. The process was then repeated for each robot which required
a unique color. Robot heading was then determined by finding the white “hand”
position (see Figure 3.1) and using that in combination with the robot position to
determine an angle. The next time through the algorithm, rather than first searching
the entire field, an area search around the last known robot positions was performed.
The area search method reduced the number of pixels searched each time step and
decreased the algorithm cycle time to approximately 30 cycles per second. Knowledge
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Figure 3.3: Vision System Function when Robot Overlap Occurs

of robot top speed and algorithm cycle time determined area-search window size.
The search window, termed window-of-interest (WOI) was set to be large enough
to include the robot at the next time step. The new image processing algorithm
described below required more processing for each robot. Color patch location was
only the first step in robust determination of robot position and heading. In order
to maintain a low algorithm cycle time, WOI size became even more important.
However, the increased precision of the new algorithm allowed prediction of future
robot position based on past robot velocity and known robot dynamics. The WOI was
centered around a predicted robot position rather than around the last known robot
position. Another time-saving strategy that was implemented prevented repetitive
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search of the same areas of the field during the same time-step. Overlapping WOI
were determined and the common area was searched only once.
If a robot was not located during one algorithm iteration, the WOI size was
increased for the next iteration. As WOI size increased, the lost robots were soon
found. While the robot was lost, the system output the last known information about
the robot. The process worked well and was robust to most situations including robot
top overlap. Figure 3.3 shows the field with three robots closely grouped together.
Two of the three are actually overlapping. The figure shows that the robots were
properly located by the Vision Server and are accurately displayed on the Basestation.

3.3.4

Color Thresholding and System Stability
The process of searching the image for a certain color has been mentioned, but

not described. The sampled color of pixels is sensitive to differences in lighting, noise
due to poor shielding of the image transmission wires, and image distortion. Because
of this, an exact match for pixel values is unlikely to occur. Another issue is that the
type of material used to display the color affects the camera as well. For example
two objects with exactly the same color shade, but different surfaces (one shiny and
one dull) will appear as different colors to the camera. Human vision compensates
for such differences and recognizes the true color characteristics of the objects. The
situation was more difficult in this case. The method used to compensate for noise
in the image and for lighting differences was to determine a color range. Instead
of searching for (255, 0, 0), the image would be searched for (255-225, 50-0, 50-0).
Determining the proper search ranges is termed color thresholding. Graphical tools
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were used to find ranges that isolated the robot top colors. Each color on the field
was chosen to be distinct from the others. A major limitation to the original vision
system was that because every robot on the field was a different color, the number of
robots was limited to the number of possible distinct color thresholding ranges.
Another issue is that lighting and lens variations caused the same color placed
in different field locations to appear as a different color. Thus, adjusting the thresholding to isolate a color at one field position might block that same color at a different position. This led to the need for relatively wide thresholds. With thresholds
sufficiently wide, resulting in few possible distinct colors, system stability increased
because robots moving around the field were more likely to always be detected.

3.4

Image Processing Algorithm Design
Fast and accurate measurements of robot position and angle were required for

stable and reliable system performance. Such measurements were obtained using an
image processing algorithm described below. The image processing approach and algorithm were unique and provided results that were sufficient to allow reliable system
function.

3.4.1

Robot Top Design
A solution to these problems was desired and effected using a different ap-

proach to angle and position estimation that began with a change in the robot top
design. The limitations almost all were resolved when a line finding algorithm was
substituted for the current center of mass approach. The description of this approach
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will begin with a discussion of the new robot top design. The first important decision
that was made was that robots would be grouped into teams. All team robots would
use the same color. This increased the number of robots that could be on the field
at once. Position and angle would be found using lines rather than areas of color.
This decision simultaneously satisfied the number-of-tracked-robots requirement and
system-stability requirements. With only a few colors on the field, the color thresholds could be quite broad without affecting angle and position measurement accuracy.
Figure 3.2 shows a team of four robots using the new design. The center color swatch
determines to which team the robot belongs. The pattern of light to and dark provided lines for the image searching algorithm to find. And the light blue pattern
determined which of the four robots of that team the particular robot was. The
black bar determined which direction the robot was facing. Four distinct colors were
able to be separated widely enough to allow them to be consistently found anywhere
on the field. With four robots per team this allowed a total of twelve robots to be
simultaneously tracked.

3.4.2

Team and Individual Windows
The initial searching of the entire image used to have to be done for each color

to find all the robots. The new algorithm could search for and keep track of the
positions of all robots on one team with just one pass through the image information.
This was a major benefit if robots ever became lost and had to be found again from
scratch. To facilitate this not only were individual windows of interest maintained, but
team windows were also maintained. If an individual was lost, the algorithm would
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not reprocess portions of the image where robots were known to be and would expand
the lost individual’s window several times, but if it could still not find the robot it had
the option of searching the team window and then expanding that window. Teams
were often grouped closely which allowed a much smaller overall area to be searched
when robots were lost. Probably the most important aspect of this approach was the
ability to identify all robot positions for one team with a single color search. Thus,
finding three teams of four robots each took roughly the same amount of time as
finding three robots previously.

3.4.3

Blob Detect Algorithm
The process for finding multiple robots of the same color in one pass through

the image was important to the speed of the system as mentioned above. Color
patches (termed blobs) matching the known size and density of a robot top were
collected and local centers of mass for each blob were determined, resulting in rough
position estimates for each robot on a certain team. Finding blob centers was enabled
by searching the field for a certain number of adjacent pixels of the same color. Blobs
with less than the preset number of same-color pixels were dismissed as noise. Once
blobs meeting the size requirements were found, expansion and erosion techniques
were used to refine blob shape before processing the pixel locations in the center-ofmass calculation. Expansion and erosion are filters that get rid of unwanted image
noise. To explain these filtering methods take the example of finding a red blob.
Basically, expansion makes every pixel immediately adjacent to a red pixel also red.
Erosion removes every red pixel that is not bordered on all sides by another red pixel.
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The main difficulties that were encountered with this process were either not finding
enough pixels of each color, or finding too many. Proper initial color selection (to
separate the colors as widely as possible) and filter choice were essential to the success
of this part of the algorithm.

3.4.4

Line Sampling
Lines formed by the light to dark transitions on the robot tops were sampled

for use in determining the robot position and angle. Figure 3.4 shows a robot top
with the light to dark transition points highlighted. Robot positions were determined
by finding the precise location of the pointer and perpendicular line intersection. The
angle was determined using the slope of the lines. Finding the samples for use in
this process was essential to the success of this method. The process was as follows.
Using the rough position supplied from the blob detection algorithm as a center
of search, circles roughly one pixel in radius apart were constructed. Knowing the
radius of the center color swatch as well as the robot as a whole, candidate circles for
finding the line transitions were selected and searched. One such circle is shown in
Figure 3.4. The circles were searched for light to dark and dark to light transitions.
When the transitions were found, they were collected for later use. If at least four full
circles containing valid light to dark and dark to light transitions were not found, the
algorithm was informed that the given position was not a valid rough robot position.
While earlier versions of the vision algorithm would have been ruined by having
patches of color inserted on the field, the new algorithm simply determined that due
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Perpendicular Line

Pointer Line

Figure 3.4: Line Sampling Method for Robot State Determination

to a lack of valid line information at that location, a robot was not present there and
moved on to other potential positions.
The line finding portion of the algorithm searched forward along a circle to
find light to dark transitions and then searched backward from those locations to
find dark to light transitions. Transitions were determined after finding a minimum
number of consecutive light or dark pixels. This kept the algorithm from finding the
thin black stripe as a transition. If enough samples were obtained, the position was
judged to contain a robot and the samples were passed to the next portion of the
algorithm for processing.
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3.4.5

Least Squares Fitting
Samples of two distinct lines were sent to the least squares function and a

line was superimposed on the samples which minimized the total error. Normally
since samples of two lines were obtained it would have been necessary to complete
this process with two distinct lines. This would have required the inversion of a four
by four matrix. Since computation time was of the essence and utilizing part of the
robot top design (namely the fact that the lines sampled were, by design, orthogonal)
it was possible to instead invert a three by three matrix. This saved computation
time and made the process of finding the intersection and slope of the lines simpler.
In essence, rather than fitting individual lines to the data points, perpendicular lines
were simultaneously fit to the samples while minimizing the total error determined
by adding the amount by which each point was distant from the lines. Specifically,
the equation
y = ax + b1

(3.1)

1
y ∗ = − x∗ + b2
a

(3.2)

and

are perpendicular lines. The first line is termed the “pointer” line and the second is
called the “perpendicular” line. Solving for x∗ in (3.2) produces

x∗ = −ay ∗ + b3

(where b3 = ab2 ).
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(3.3)

Samples of both lines were then collected as described in Section 3.4.4. The collected
samples can be written as
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or y = Ac + e. The last term in (3.4) is the error associated with choosing specific
values for line slopes and intercepts, c. Determining c to minimize the norm of e is
termed a “least-squares” problem and is discussed at length in [26]. Minimization of
the error is accomplished by setting

c = (AT A)−1 AT y.

(3.5)

The solution presented in Equation 3.5 is a partial least squares solution. It minimizes
errors by accounting for perturbations on the right side of Equation 3.4. In other
words it minimizes the error term by varying the “y” position of each sample. This
approach becomes numerically unstable when the perpendicular line (the one with
x terms on the left side of the equation) approaches horizontal and the pointer line
approaches vertical. The solution was to perform a check before sending line samples
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to the least squares algorithm, calling the line closest to horizontal the pointer line
and other line the perpendicular line as shown in Figure 3.4.

3.4.6

Use of Gathered Information
Once an accurate slope and intercept were found there remained a 180 degree

ambiguity that was resolved by finding the narrow black strip at the front of the
robot (see Figure 3.2). The intercept was set as the robot position, and the pointer
line slope was transformed to give the angle of a vector passing from the center of the
robot through the narrow black strip measured from a global reference. Information
for each robot (x, y, θ) was collected and sent to each client connected to the Vision
Server. As stated above, the usual update rate was 30 times per second.
The following chapter describes the use of this system in research into human
interaction with robot teams. Such research would have been impossible without the
reliable functioning of the vision system. The advances made by this system include
information precision, stability to noise, ease of reconfiguration, and reduction of
two-way communication requirements.
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Chapter 4
Hypothesis Testing
Once the robot test bed was completed, work was begun on a way to test
human-robot interactions. There were several objectives in this work. First, work
was done to allow humans to interact with individual robots that had various levels of
autonomy. After that it was desirable to get teams of robots to work together. In the
past, teams of cooperating robots have not been very flexible. This work demonstrates
the utility of building flexible autonomy that allows for not only supervisory human
roles, but cooperative roles where the human could for example become essentially
a member of the team. It also shows that in some cases it is easier to interact with
a team of robots rather than individuals. Building team behaviors from individual
capabilities was postulated to reduce operator workload.
A game was devised that would allow testing to be done to measure the effectiveness of different interaction schemes. The basis of the game is a search-evade, hide
and seek behavior played out in a maze. In the game, there are three “enemy” robots
and three “team” robots. Enemy robots are completely autonomous in all modes
of play. Team robots are controlled by someone playing the game using various interaction schemes which are differentiated by individual robot and team autonomy
levels and human-robot interaction options. Enemy robots are only visible within a
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short distance of team robots by means of simulated sonar sensors (see Figure 4.3).
Figure 4.1 shows several views of the field. In the figure, a team robot has just come
into sonar contact with an enemy robot. The contact shows up as a red dot on the
screen. As the enemy robot moves away from the team robot, contact will be lost.
The vision sensor allows the user to know where each team robot is at all times. Additionally, when the robots are working together as a team, each robot communicates
its position to the other team members allowing coordination to take place.

Figure 4.1: Team Robot Finding an Enemy Robot

The team objective is to find and tag all enemy robots as quickly as possible.
Tagging an enemy requires simultaneous close proximity of at least two team robots
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to an enemy. When this happens the tag is made automatically. The tagged enemy
stops moving and it appears permanently on the base-station screen (see Figure 4.2).
The final facet of the game is user interruption. As testing the effectiveness of each
mode’s autonomy is desirable, the user is interrupted at random by a spatial reasoning
game similar to Tetris termed Tetrix that is played for randomly varying amounts of
time.

Figure 4.2: Two Team Robots Tagging an Enemy Robot

This chapter details the game design and its utility in testing various interaction schemes involving humans, individual robots, and teams of robots. Further, the
use of the game in human subject testing, data collection during that testing, and
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the use of hardware to validate simulation results is discussed. The starting hypothesis for this work was that in problems requiring team-level coordination there would
be relationships between robot autonomy, human workload, and team performance.
This work was designed to explore those relationships and determine which types of
robot autonomy and interaction methods work well together. Robot software design,
game design, human subject testing methods, and data collection will be the main
topics covered.

4.1

Robot Software Design
The hardware design of system robots has been described previously. In order

to design a system capable of supporting interaction between humans and robots it
was necessary to create robot behaviors that constitute varying levels of autonomy.
Just as in any team, the team leader (in this case the human) cannot do everything
or control beyond a certain level of detail. It has been said that delegation is what
makes a great leader. A team leader must have team members with some level of
capability in order to be able to delegate. What is being studied is how to design
the team members and what types of behaviors to imbue them with in order to make
the team leader effective. The design of the robot software is analogous to designing
their personality, abilities, and senses.
Designing robot autonomy is the most difficult part of creating a system that
facilitates human involvement with robot teams. How the autonomy is turned on
and off, how it allows adjustment and reaction to human input, and how effective
the autonomy is while the system is neglected by the human, are all things to be
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considered in designing the autonomy. Building complex autonomy from more simple
autonomy allows behaviors to be turned on and turned off, resulting in a system that
is more flexible. Designing a system with just one complicated autonomy algorithm
is more brittle.
Robot processes can be built using a combination of several behaviors [27].
Low-level behaviors such as “move to point,” “move along a line,” and “ move along
line while facing point,” allow other more complex behaviors to be built. The next
level of robot ability might incorporate several move to point commands to move a
robot to an arbitrary point in the maze while avoiding walls. Several move to point
commands issued in the proper sequence with judicious timing look like a single
“intelligent” move to point command.

4.1.1

Simulated Sensor Design
One of the most important parts of any robot design is the design of its sen-

sors. Normally the sensors would be real hardware sensors and information would be
communicated from the robot back to the system. This is a level of complexity that
was left to future research. In this system, the hardware robot receives orders and
performs them. There is no communication from the actual robot back to the system.
All control is accomplished by means of the vision sensor at a system level. However, to make the work done in this testbed applicable to the real world, robot sensor
function was simulated. Changing the sensor design does not significantly affect the
results of the experiments performed. The simulated sensors are both positional and
visual. A robot in this setup can see walls and other robots that are within a certain
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distance using a simulated sonar sensor. In addition, each robot knows where it is
and communicates that to the system through a simulated GPS system.
An accurate idea of how the sonar sensors work can be formed by imagining
one’s self in a dark room with laser-pointer pens attached to one’s hat. Sixteen
pens are evenly spaced on the hat at angles of 360/16 degrees so that they cover the
full circle. Each light ray becomes invisible once it travels farther than a predefined
distance and it does not appear on walls which are lighted or other team robots which
are also lighted. Thus, when an enemy comes into view, only one red dot is visible.

Enemy 1

Enemy 4

Enemy 2

Team
Robot

Enemy 3
Sonar Radius

Figure 4.3: Sonar Sensor Explanation

As the enemy comes closer, a second and possibly a third red dot appears. Of course
if the enemy is behind a wall or if a robot’s view is blocked by another robot no red
dots appear. This concept is illustrated in Figure 4.3. This type of sensor was useful
although admittedly a simplification of what would exist in real-world applications.
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4.1.2

Individual Robot Behavior Design
Robot autonomy was built using basic behaviors. The most basic of the behav-

iors was a safeguarding feature that prevented robots from approaching maze walls
or other robots too closely. This was built into the system at the Control Server level
and was not accessible to users. Another behavior was moving at a desired velocity
towards a specified point. Even in the presence of obstacles, a robot could reach its
goal as long as a component of its desired velocity was feasible. Safeguarding was
accomplished by limiting components of commanded velocity as a robot approached
another robot or a wall. Thus, as a robot approaches any obstacle it begins to slow
down until a pre-set minimum distance is reached at which point the robot stops if
the commanded velocity is perpendicular to the obstacle. The component parallel to
the wall or away from the impeding robot is unaffected and the robot continues in
that direction. As the robot moves away from the obstacle, the original velocity command is gradually restored. It was decided to make this behavior operate at all times
because when playing in hardware mode it was undesirable to have robots colliding
with each other or walls in the maze. Such collisions would potentially damage the
hardware and slow the Vision Server.
Another low-level robot behavior is a move-to-point behavior that allows the
user to specify a destination for the robot. The robot would then attempt to move
to that point along a straight line. There were several versions of this behavior
developed. One version allowed the robot to move along a straight line while rotating
at a given angular velocity. In another version the robot moved toward a point along
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a straight line while always facing another given point in space. The only version of
this behavior used during the designed game was one where the robot moved along a
straight line while facing the destination point. The commanded speed along the path
was proportional to the distance from the path endpoint. As the robot approached
the endpoint it slowed down.
A path-planner was developed by Gerrit Sorensen [24] to allow for more advanced robot behaviors. This path planner relied on a graph-search method of path
planning. Figure 4.4(a) shows a graph generated in the maze. Nodes were generated at all intersections in the maze and were connected by straight lines. Any lines
intersecting walls were then pruned from the graph and the graph was modified to
produce paths that would take a robot anywhere in the maze.

(a) Generated graph for path planning in a
maze.

The path planner

(b) Path planned through maze using graph
search method.

Figure 4.4: Path Planning through Graph Search Method
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took as inputs the current point and a desired point and returned a list of the straight
line segments that would take a robot through the maze to the desired point from
its current point. An example path is shown in Figure 4.4(b). Path deconfliction
was not performed. In other words, the paths generated by the path planner did not
account for other robots. It was left to the safeguarding behavior to keep robots from
running into each other. This was one area where it was possible for robots to be
“stuck” trying to get to the end of their paths. This was also one area where the
human could easily see problems and provide path deconfliction.
From these basic behaviors, more complex robot behaviors were developed.
These behaviors include: Move, Team-Move, Wander, Follow, Evade, Auto-Wander,
Auto-Follow, and Unstick. Each behavior will be described below. Combinations of
behaviors formed robot autonomy and became the basis for human-robot interactions
in the game.
The Wander behavior caused a robot to wander around the maze randomly.
This was accomplished by choosing a random point on the map and commanding
the robot to go to that point using the path-planner. When the robot gets within a
pre-set distance of the given point, another point is randomly chosen and the robot
is sent there.
The Follow behavior causes a robot to track enemy robots by setting its desired
heading towards the shortest sonar reading. This behavior was very sensitive to
malfunctions in the sonar sensors. Random sonar malfunction was part of the system
and sometimes required human interaction as a following robot could get stuck due
to false sonar readings. Absent sensor malfunction, this behavior was one of the
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most robust. Even manually controlled enemy robots had a difficult time escaping a
following team robot.

Figure 4.5: Evade Behavior Explanation

The Evade behavior is shown in Figure 4.5. It is designed to allow a robot
to escape sonar contact with opponents. To do this it chooses a direction to travel
based on sonar contact with other robots. Specifically, it chooses the longest sonar
reading and moves in that direction. If there is only one sonar reading at maximum
length as shown in Figure 4.5 then the robot’s choice is unambiguous. If several fulllength sonar readings are available, the robot chooses one that takes it away from
approaching opponents. An evading robot might choose a direction that leads to a
boxed in portion of the maze. However, as it becomes more confined the direction
it should travel becomes more clear. As two robots converge on an evading robot,
the number of long sonar readings decrease drastically. Especially in a complex maze
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the number of possible direction choices becomes small and thus the robustness of
the Evade behavior increases. Although the behavior is not completely robust to all
situations, it works well and makes cornering an evading robot in the maze difficult.
In addition to the behaviors listed above, an “unsticking” behavior was designed to help robots that got stuck in the maze. This phenomenon of getting stuck
occurred with the hardware robots getting physically stuck in the maze after approaching an obstacle too closely and having one of its wheels lifted off the ground.
This phenomenon also occurred in simulation when a robot approached obstacles too
closely. Getting stuck was an important feature that helped to test the autonomy
levels and human control of the robots as will be discussed in the following chapter.
The way to unstick the robot was to command the robot to go to a point that was
directly away from the stuck position. The unsticking behavior generates a random
point for the robot to approach, and then monitors the robot’s position. If the position does not change for a certain amount of time, a new destination is given. Then,
once the robot did move from its stuck position, the original destination or behavior
would be restored and the robot would continue on its way. This behavior was added
as an option to the Wander, Evade and Go-to-Point behaviors.
4.1.3

Team Behaviors
In addition to individual robot behaviors, team behaviors were designed. One

of the main focuses of this work is to allow a human operator to interact with and
direct several robots simultaneously. It was postulated that this task might be made
easier by creating behaviors that coordinated the actions of several robots, thus cre-
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ating a team. Such behaviors were made up of individual behaviors in addition to
an added component of the system: the ability for robots to communicate with each
other. During the search-evade game, only one team behavior was tested: the ability
for a team of robots to move to a point as a group. The robots could be arranged
in any configuration and the center of the team or a central point in their formation was moved to a new desired location. The robots planned their own paths to a
new location that would maintain the original formation as closely as possible. Each
robot communicated its final location to the other members of the team, thus making
possible the calculation that determined the center of mass of the group as a whole.
Such team behavior was simple, but very powerful. When combined with
other individual behaviors such as the auto-follow behavior the true power became
evident. With both behaviors operating team robots would converge on a point
from all different directions and then switch to follow anything that registered on
the sonar sensors (including enemy robots). As will be seen when the rules of the
game are described below, this allows tags to be made quickly, thus ending the game
quickly. A team-wander command could also be very powerful, but was not used in
the testing done for this thesis.
Team behaviors were the most challenging to create. As the number of team
members increases, the complexity of the task increases. Because one team member
might malfunction or get stuck somewhere due to whatever reason, it was difficult
to design behaviors that would be robust to unforeseen and/or unforeseeable circumstances. This is also a case where coordination requires complex tasks such as path
deconfliction. The model used in this experimentation was to design basic capabil60

ities so that the user could command the entire team simultaneously and then iron
out problems by direct intervention. Thus the human becomes the path deconfliction
algorithm overseeing the team’s performance and providing some of the intelligence
for the semi-autonomous team.
4.2

Human-Robot Interaction Game Design
As both a demonstration of the system’s utility and an exploration of human-

robot interaction, a game was developed that utilized human input coupled with
individual and team-level robot autonomy. Five different game modes were designed,
each with different available commands and robot behaviors. The game was available
to be played in either a fully simulated configuration or using the hardware robots
moving in an actual maze. Whether the game is simulated or played using hardware,
the images the user sees displayed in the GUI and the interface techniques remain the
same. The concept for the game is a search-evade scenario where there are three seeking or “team” robots and three evading or “enemy” robots. Seeking robots must not
only find enemy robots, but also cooperate to tag them. Tagging an enemy required
at least two team robots to be in close proximity to the enemy robot simultaneously.
When all three enemy robots were tagged the game was over. The robots operate in
a maze.
4.2.1

Graphical User Interface Description
The instrument of interaction or the method for involving the human in the

robot team is a graphical user interface (GUI) termed the base-station GUI. Figure 4.6
displays the base-station GUI and two views of the field for illustration purposes.
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Users of the game saw only the GUI and not the other views of the field. The GUI
functioned by displaying the current system status and relaying human commands
to the robots. System status includes where the robots are and their sonar contacts,
how many enemies have been tagged, and which autonomy mode is operable. Enemy
robots are not displayed until they are tagged and stop moving. Sonar contact is
indicated with small red dots. Robots ready to receive commands are highlighted by
changing color from blue to red as a robot is made active. In Figure 4.6 one robot
is highlighted in red and has just been given a Move-to-Point command. This is
indicated by the small black dot near the mouse cursor and the highlighted robot.
Another robot shown is near an enemy robot as indicated by the three red sonar
dots immediately adjacent to it. Human commands are input using the mouse or the
keyboard. The human is able to direct individual robots or groups of robots, turn on
certain behaviors, and quit or restart the game. Interface options were determined
according to which mode the game was currently set. User-issued commands were
received only by active robots. Robots were made active by clicking on them with
the mouse or typing the robot number using the keyboard.
One other function of the GUI was to allow for user distraction. One of the
goals of the testing was to determine the neglect tolerance characteristics of each
mode of autonomy. Accordingly, Tetrix, a game requiring spatial reasoning skills
and user concentration was added as a secondary task. The user was interrupted at
random times for random durations. During the time the user was playing Tetrix,
the main window no longer displayed the maze and the robots. Instead it displayed
shapes made up of small blocks falling and needing to be placed as compactly as
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Figure 4.6: Basestation GUI and Two Views of the Field

possible. When an entire row was completely filled it automatically disappeared from
the screen and points were added to the user’s score. When the interruption duration
time was over, the Tetrix screen disappeared and the maze and robots were again
displayed along with any enemy robots tagged either before or during the time the
user was playing Tetrix.
4.2.2

Game Rules
The rules of the game were simple. To win the game it was necessary to capture

or tag all the enemy robots. A tag is accomplished by at least two team robots that
are within a small distance, termed the “tag-distance” (approximately the size of a
robot top) of an enemy robot. The tagging algorithm requires separate team robots to
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come within that distance of an enemy robot and for those two events to happen not
more than a short time apart. Specifically, an enemy was considered “single-tagged”
when any team robot came within tag-distance of it without any obstructions between
them. Single-tagged enemies were eligible to be “double-tagged” for approximately
two seconds from when the original single-tagged event occurred. Both tags could
not be made by the same robot. After two seconds, an enemy robot’s single-tagged
status would expire. For purposes of the game, single-tagged events did not mean
anything, only double-tagged events mattered and that term is synonymous with
the term, “tagged.” Once an enemy was double-tagged it would appear permanently
on the screen, quit registering as an enemy for team robot sonar sensors, and stop
moving. Removing the tagged enemies from the sonar sensors of team robots was
important because if that didn’t happen, all following robots would get stuck next to
tagged enemy robots and not go anywhere. For sonar sensors, tagged enemy robots
became just like a wall or another team robot. The team robots recognized their
presence and the safeguarding feature was in operation keeping them from colliding
with a tagged enemy, but the autonomy modes were not disturbed by them. When
all enemy robots were tagged, the game was over. All other rules were embedded in
the different game modes. Each mode made available certain interface options and
that limited what the user was allowed to do.
4.2.3

Game Mode Description
Five modes of play were designed to test human-robot interaction. The modes

were differentiated not only by the type of robot autonomy available, but also by
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the interface options available to the user. The different modes were designed to test
the ways a human can efficiently interact with multiple robots simultaneously. All
modes had the same goal: tag all enemy robots as quickly as possible. The enemy
robots were set to evade and get themselves unstuck automatically. Each mode was
interrupted by the Tetrix game. Table 4.1 details which behaviors were operable in
the several modes of play. The modes of play in order of increasing autonomy are:
1. Teleoperation Control (TC)
2. Limited Behavior Control (LBC)
3. Automatic Behavior Switching (ABS)
4. Limited Behavior Switching plus Team Control (LBST)
5. Automatic Behavior Switching plus Team Control (ABST)
Teleoperation Control (TC) consists of robots that move to a user-specified point, an
advanced form of teleoperation. Once the destination is specified by the user, the
robot determines the shortest path through the maze to the destination and proceeds
to that point. The robot could easily become stuck in the maze without ever reaching
the point and does not move again until commanded. A robot must be made active
to be commanded. Only one robot can be active at a time. Each robot is numbered
and pressing the number on the keyboard makes the robot active. Another method
of activating a robot is clicking on it. Specifying the desired destination for the robot
is done by clicking on that location. Clicking on a location always cancels the active
robot’s current destination and specifies a new one.
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Table 4.1: Robot behavior operation in each game mode

Behaviors
Move to Point
Team Move to Point
Wander
Follow
Auto Wander
Auto Follow
Unstick (Move)
Unstick (Wander)
Unstick (Follow)
Stop after Move

TC
x

x

Modes
LBC ABS LBST ABST
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Limited Behavior Control (LBC) adds wander and follow capabilities to the
robots. These behaviors had to be explicitly commanded to be activated and were
active until a different command was issued. This is a form of scripted or adjustable
autonomy with users given the ability to interact with robots via limited behaviors.
A Move-to-Point command issued just after a Wander command cancels the Wander
behavior and causes the robot to move towards the point specified. Similarly, a
Wander command issued just after a Move-to-Point command stops the robot from
going to the point and starts it randomly wandering through the maze. The Wander
and Follow commands were issued through the keyboard (the “f” and “w” keys) to
active robots. If a robot gets stuck while following, it gets itself unstuck and continues
trying to follow, but the opponent has usually passed out of view by then. The robot
remains in follow mode and will follow the next opponent is sees unless the follow
behavior is canceled by the user issuing another command. If the robot is wandering
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or going to a specified point when it gets stuck, it will remain stuck until the user
intervenes.
Automatic Behavior Switching (ABS) adds several new robot abilities. Robots
automatically check if they are stuck and get themselves unstuck in all situations.
Thus, if a Move-to-Point command is issued, it is virtually certain that the commanded robot will arrive at its destination. This makes the Wander command much
more robust. In addition, wandering robots will automatically follow any enemy
robots that cross their path. This is a form of adaptive autonomy [28] where robots
automatically switch behaviors based on environmental cues (such as receiving sonar
information). Robots that are inactive, having reached their goals and not issued a
command, automatically begin to wander. The only time a robot must be explicitly
commanded to wander or follow is to cancel a current Move-to-Point command. These
enhanced behaviors are termed “Auto-Wander” and “Auto-Follow.” One interesting
feature of this mode is that it is impossible to command a robot to stay in one place.
The only way to keep a robot in one specific area is to repeatedly command it to go
to the same point. As soon as attention is removed from the robot it will begin to
wander and will follow any enemy robots it senses.
Limited Behavior Switching plus Team Control (LBST) is similar to LBC, however it will switch behaviors when wandering to follow sensed enemy robots. Also,
like ABS, LBST automatically unsticks robots that become stuck while wandering.
However, the Wander command is not operable unless explicitly commanded. As
is suggested by its title, LBST adds an entirely new feature: team behaviors and
commands. A team of robots can be commanded to move to a point in the maze.
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Specifically, the command determines the team’s current center of mass and then
specifies a point in the maze as the destination center of mass. Each robot communicates to the others its current position. Once all team robots have the others’
positions, a center of mass is calculated and each robot determines its distance from
and orientation to that center of mass. Each robot then proceeds to a location that
maintains as closely as possible that same orientation and position relative to the
new center of mass. If this is infeasible due to obstacles or the edge of the maze, the
closest point possible is specified and other robot positions are adjusted to maintain
the center of mass of the entire group. This command is issued by holding down the
CTRL button on the keyboard and clicking a desired destination in the maze. Depending of initial robot formation and maze density, the Team-Move command often
causes the robots to converge on the specified destination from all different directions.
Automatic Behavior Switching plus Team Control (ABST) is the same as
ABS with the addition of the team-move command. Robots can be commanded
individually or as teams. As soon as robots reach their commanded destinations,
they immediately begin wandering and will automatically begin following any sensed
enemy robots.
4.3

Autonomy Mode and Interaction Method Testing
Once all the tools were developed, specifically hardware and software robots,

simulated and actual vision sensors, the graphical user interface, and team autonomy
modes, it became possible to create a test that would compare the different modes
of interaction and autonomy to determine which was most effective at capturing the
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user’s interest and involving them in the game as well as which was most effective at
capturing enemy robots quickly. The tolerance of each mode to user neglect was also
studied.
A group of eleven people were recruited to test the system. Each participant
played the game in all five modes. They were all given the same instruction before
beginning the game and between each mode and were asked questions between each
mode evaluating the mode just finished. At the end of the game, participants were
asked to rank modes in order of preference. While the subject was playing the game,
information regarding issued commands, system events, and game performance was
recorded in a data file.
4.3.1

Participant Training
Each participant was told the object of the game and shown the rules. Before

each mode was played, the methods of interaction available were verbally explained.
Participants also had a chance to ask questions before each mode. Training was
uniform for all participants. In addition to the training, a questionnaire was filled
out by each participant.
4.3.2

Game Specifics
Modes were presented to users in a pseudo-random order. Each participant

experienced the modes in a different order from the others. This was done in an
attempt to separate training effects from mode-caused effects. Another important
part of the game was user interruption. Participants were interrupted at random
times with a spatial reasoning game lasting for random durations. This interruption
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varied randomly within the window of “minimum-interruption-time” to “maximuminterruption-time.” Some participants finished games quickly enough to miss being
interrupted in certain modes. That phenomenon occurred in a small percentage of
all games.
4.3.3

Gathered Information and Data File Contents
As stated above, information was collected during the game and stored to a

data file. One file was written per game and each test subject played the game in
each of the five modes. Five data files were stored for each participant, one for each
mode of play. Table 4.2 shows and describes the contents of the generated data files.

Two types of events were recorded in the data files. The first kind of event
was a system event. These events were caused by something happening in the game
and were accordingly recorded in the data file. System events included: Sonar Contact, Tetrix Score, Tetrix Time Away, Back from Tetrix, Set Game Mode, Restart
Command, Enemy Tagged, and End of Game. Sonar Contact was written each time
a team robot came in contact with an enemy robot and only the shortest distance to
the enemy robot was recorded. In other words, not all sonar information was written
to the data file. If a team robot had sonar contact with an enemy, the closest reading
at that time stamp was written to the file. The data file contents for a Sonar Contact
event were which robot had sonar contact, the distance to that contact and the time
when the event occurred. Tetrix Score events were written to the data file each time
the game returned from being interrupted by Tetrix. This event recorded the score
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Table 4.2: Collected data organization and description

Events Recorded in Data File
System Eventsa

Sonar Contact
Tetrix Score
Tetrix Time Away

Descriptions
Which robot had sonar contact and the
distance to the contact
Score
Amount of time user was interrupted
(in milliseconds)

Back From Tetrix
Set Game Mode

User Commandsb

a
b

Current Mode of Game
The time at which this event is recorded
At this time the user was allowed to
Restart Command
begin the game. All events with an
earlier time stamp are invalid
Enemy Tagged
Time at which an enemy is tagged
Time at which the final enemy is tagged
End of Game
and the game is over
Wander
Which robot was commanded
Move
Which robot was commanded
Team Move
Which robot was commanded
Follow
Which robot was commanded

Every entry has a time stamp.
Each of these events contains a time stamp and occurs only when the user explicitly
commands a robot or group of robots.

and the system time when the game returned from Tetrix. The Tetrix Time Away
event recorded the amount of time that the user was occupied playing Tetrix. The
Back From Tetrix event just had a time stamp of when the game came back from
Tetrix, this was repetitive information. The Set Game Mode event had a time stamp
and the mode to which the game had just been set. This information confirmed what
was already known by the name of the data file (i.e. each data file was named mode
1 through 5). The Restart Command event is the official time that the game started
and the user could begin to command robots.
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4.4

Robot Behavior Verification with Hardware
The difference between the game described above and many popular video

games is that the video games have little resemblance to practical applications technologically possible with actual hardware. In order to prove the feasibility of the
proposed interface methods, it was determined that everything done with simulation and software should be demonstrated with hardware. The hardware system was
described in Chapter 2. Very few differences were observable between the simulated
game and the game played with real robots moving around a maze. The user interface
and available commands did not change. Robot behaviors and autonomy modes did
not change. In order to run the system in hardware, instead of starting the Simulator,
the Control Server and Vision Server had to be started, and hardware robots were
placed on the field and turned on. One wireless modem was set to transmit commands for each team (one was necessary for the enemy robot team). Each modem
transmitted information on a certain channel and all robots on a team had to be set
to receive information on that same channel.
The Vision Server in its final form required at least two computers (four cameras, two frame grabbers per computer) to capture the images and process them. A
computer was dedicated to the Control Server to insure that packets were sent out
at evenly spaced times. Another computer was used to run the Referee and the enemy robot Basestation and robot processes. Finally, a computer was used to run the
human-interface Basestation and robot processes. Each computer had to be running
a process in the background which coordinated system communication. The process
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sent and received communication packets. The system remained stable as long as
enough computers were used to allow communication packets to be processed as they
were received.
Although the testing described in the following chapter was done using the simulator, all robot behaviors were verified in hardware prior to human subject testing.
During the behavior verification phase of this work, a video was produced showing
several views of the working robots and the GUI. Several screen-shots from that video
have been used for illustration throughout this thesis (see Figures 3.3, 4.1, 4.2, 4.6).
It was narrated and demonstrated some of the modes of possible interaction. Two
views of the field and hardware robots were captured simultaneously with a view of
the GUI where the user was commanding the robots. These three views were displayed in a collage and the whole was narrated. One of the views of the field was
from an oblique angle showing a 3D view of the robots, the other was an overhead
view captured from the vision system camera. Such hardware verification of robot
behaviors helps validate the real-world relevance of the results discussed in the next
section.
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Chapter 5
Experiment Results and Findings
This chapter discusses the results of the experiment described in Chapter 4.
Several different metrics for determining interaction method and autonomy effectiveness are described and applied to the experimental results. A restatement of the
working hypothesis is as follows. Problems requiring coordination between agents
will benefit from human interaction and from both team and individual levels of autonomy. However, too much autonomy may cause the human to lose interest or not
interact in beneficial ways. Proper system design will require a careful mix of robot
autonomy and human-interaction techniques. Additionally, team performance may
not be completely dependent on individual performance, or individual performance
may not predict team performance.
Metrics for analyzing team and individual performance were developed and
include total game time, game time broken into user attention and neglect, total
number of commands issued by the user, sonar contact with enemy robots, and combinations of those quantities. In addition, qualitative observations from observing the
experiment participants’ methods of play and gleaned from questionnaires completed
by each participant are useful for drawing conclusions from this work. The results and
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analysis are described with reference to five game modes described in Section 4.2.3.
The modes are listed again listed here for ease of reference:
1. Teleoperation Control (TC)
2. Limited Behavior Control (LBC)
3. Automatic Behavior Switching (ABS)
4. Limited Behavior Switching plus Team Control (LBST)
5. Automatic Behavior Switching plus Team Control (ABST)
5.1

Game Time and Sonar Contact
The results of the experiment described in Chapter 4 were collected and ana-

lyzed. Figure 5.1 shows the average amount of time required by study participants to
win the game using the five different game modes. Two quantities made up the total
amount of time spent playing the game: user time spent directing robots (Attention
Time) and user time spent playing Tetrix (Neglect Time). The results show that
users playing the game with modes that included automatic behavior switching, ABS
and ABST, won the game most quickly. The amount of time spent playing Tetrix
is approximately the same percentage of total game time over all playing modes.
Specifically, interruptions were scheduled to occur at random times between 15 and
60 seconds apart. Once the interruption began, it was scheduled to last a random
amount of time between 5 and 35 seconds. Because interruptions were randomly
scheduled, some games that were completed very quickly never included an interruption.
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Figure 5.1: Average Game Time

Figure 5.2 is a plot of the average number of sonar contacts (normalized by
game time) which occurred during Attention Time and during Neglect Time for all
modes. The normalization was performed prior to taking the average. Sonar contacts
represent enemy robot sightings and are essential to finding and tagging opponents
(the object of the game). Sonar contact is one measure of overall individual performance. Well designed robot autonomy or good control of the robots by the user would
result in more sonar contacts, but not necessarily quicker game completion time as this
is dependent on agent cooperation. Perfect individual autonomy (i.e. constant sonar
contact) without team coordination potentially results in infinite game times. Thus,
metrics for measuring individual autonomy effectiveness do not necessarily predict
team performance. Increased robot autonomy came with the potential for increased
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Figure 5.2: Normalized Sonar Contacts

sensitivity to sonar sensor malfunction. Thus, even highly automated modes required
human interaction and participation.
Sonar contact frequency during neglect is one measure of autonomy effectiveness; better autonomy should result in more sonar contacts. One other factor that
affected sonar contact frequency during neglect is the state of the system just before
the user was interrupted. If the robots were close to enemies before the user was
interrupted they have a greater chance of experiencing sonar contacts while they are
neglected. Some modes included autonomous behaviors that responded to sonar contacts. For example, automatic behavior switching modes such as ABS, ABST and,
to a lesser extent, LBST included the Auto-Follow behavior, a robot that “saw” an
enemy would automatically begin to follow that enemy until the enemy was tagged.
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Such modes naturally generated more sonar contacts during neglect than modes with
less autonomy.
The TC mode had the least number of sonar contacts and the longest game
completion time on average. Modes LBC and LBST had very similar sonar contact
frequency, but different game completion times. This shows that the sonar contacts
in mode LBST were more effectively used. A similar pattern can be seen with modes
ABS and ABST. Although many more sonar contacts were made while the user was
controlling robots in mode ABS, mode ABST game completion time was lowest. Also,
the autonomy during Neglect Time for modes ABS and ABST was exactly the same,
yet the number of sonar contacts during Neglect Time for mode ABST was much
greater. This was due to better configurations just prior to user interruption, with
robots positioned such that sonar contacts were more likely to be made. Mode ABST
had the highest level of individual robot neglect tolerance, while mode ABS had the
highest individual robot efficiency during Attention Time. The overall game time
difference between modes ABS and ABST shows that in addition to good individual
robot neglect tolerance, mode ABST had the best team performance.
Another item of interest is that the number of contacts during Attention Time
decreased for mode ABST compared to both modes LBST and ABS. It was observed
during testing and inferred from the data presented here that during mode ABST,
users spent more time coordinating team actions and working at a team-level rather
than concentrating on individual robot performance. Thus, while less sonar contacts
were generated during Attention Time for this mode, the overall team performance
was best.
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5.2

User Workload
The number of commands issued by a user is a measure of user workload.

Figure 5.3 shows the average number of commands issued by users during each mode
of the game. Figure 5.4 displays the average number of commands issued by users
normalized by the amount of time they spent controlling the robots. The time normalization was performed for each individual participant before determining the mode
average. Due to varying game times and playing styles among the participants this
approach is much different than calculating the average number of commands issued
in each mode and dividing by the average user attention time for each mode. This
effect was most pronounced in mode ABS where the users that issued the most commands also completed the game most quickly. Those that took longer to complete the
game in that mode issued fewer commands on average. Attention to both measures
is necessary to gain a full understanding of autonomy mode impact on user workload.
The four commands available to be issued by participants were Move, Wander,
Follow, and Team-Move. Not all commands were available in all modes as described
in Chapter 4. For example, the only command available in mode TC is the Move
command. Due to the automatic nature of the Wander and Follow commands in
both modes ABS and ABST, there was no real need for participants to manually
issue Wander or Follow commands (automatically issued commands are not included
as they are not part of the user’s workload). However, a small number of such
commands were issued and are included in the workload calculations. Some of the
Move commands issued in modes ABS and ABST actually were issued to counteract
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Figure 5.3: User-Issued Commands Organized by Mode

the autonomy and keep robots at a certain location while enemy robots were being
driven towards them.
As seen in Figure 5.3, the average user workload tends to decrease with an
increase in autonomy. Particularly, modes ABS and ABST required the lowest number of commands on the average and produced the fastest game times. However,
Figure 5.4 shows that when commands are normalized by individual attention time,
the situation is changed considerably. Mode ABS actually has a higher user workload than any other mode except for mode TC. Modes LBST and ABST required
the least average work by users. This again highlights the fact that although the
overall average time results from modes ABS and ABST are similar, the addition of
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Figure 5.4: User-Issued Commands Normalized by Attention Time

the Team-Move command was significant. It seemed to cause the users to focus more
on the team level and think more about coordination.
5.3

Qualitative Observations and User Feedback
The participants were each given a questionnaire to fill out during the ex-

periment. Each participant was asked to make comments about each mode after
completing it and then at the end of the experiment they were asked to rate each
mode and choose a favorite. The majority of participants preferred modes LBST and
ABST. However, there were votes for each and two participants preferred mode TC.
One of the participants had played a lot of computer games and won the game in
mode TC most quickly. The addition of robot autonomy slowed him down considerably. Mode ABST was ranked as most useful (4.6/5) and mode TC was ranked the
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lowest (2.5/5) as not being as useful. The users’ favorite robot behaviors on average
were the Auto-Wander and Auto-Follow behaviors.
General observations of user behavior and robot control techniques are useful
for understanding some of the results discussed above. In mode TC people generally
adopted a “zone defense” strategy where they spread the robots through the maze
looking for sonar contact indicators (small red dots on the screen). Once an opponent
was detected, participants tried to trap the opponent by closing in with all three
robots. This process was continued until all opponents were tagged. User interruption
in this mode was very potent, generally participants had to completely start over
by spreading their robots around the field as at the beginning. A few participants
only searched with one robot and then used the others once an opponent was found.
Sometimes an opponent would blunder into a stationary robot and briefly reveal itself.
The opponents were just wandering until contact was made and then evading.
In mode LBC, participants generally commanded all robots to wander and then
asked them to follow when an opponent was spotted. The participant would then
direct another robot using Move commands and try to trap and tag the opponent.
The third robot was generally neglected during this phase although some users were
able to spot other opponent robots seen by the third team robot and direct that robot
to begin following, then as soon as one opponent was tagged the participant could
immediately attempt to trap the opponent being followed.
In mode ABS, participants generally watched the wandering robots until one
began following an opponent. They would then command a robot not following to
move over and help the robot following the opponent. The process of tagging oppo83

nents was much easier because of the Auto-Follow behavior. However, it was sometimes frustrating to have robots automatically begin to wander if there was nothing
to follow because it made trapping opponents more difficult in some situations.
In mode LBST, the strategy was similar to mode ABS. Few participants used
the Team-Move command (only three in mode LBST and five in mode ABST), but it
seemed very effective. All a person had to do to issue the Team-Move command was
to hold down the control key and click a desired location, all robots would then move
to surround that location as described above. Due to the absence of the Auto-Wander
command this mode was not as effective when robots were neglected.
Mode ABST autonomy was the same as mode ABS except for the addition
of the Team-Move command. Again, people who used the Team-Move command
generally had lower-than-average game times. The Team-Move command was issued
and robots followed the closest opponent or began wandering and then followed.
Generally the command was issued when an opponent was spotted. The participant
would try to predict where the opponent was going and click that location. The
robots would then surround that location and the tag generally happened without
further input from the human. If an opponent did start to slip away one or two Move
commands issued to individual robots quickly resulted in a capture.
Both quantitative and qualitative results provide information that is relevant
to the hypothesis stated at the beginning of this section. The idea of human coordination in combination with individual and team-level robot autonomy being necessary
to effectively solve problems requiring coordination is supported by both the quantitative and qualitative observations listed above. The situation where individual
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performance cannot be used as a measure or a predictor of team performance is also
demonstrated by this work. The assumption that too much autonomy will hamper
human interaction with the system is not conclusively proved one way or another.
Some users preferred modes with less autonomy and one user was actually much more
efficient without the autonomy. However, the overall results show that more autonomy produced faster game times on the average. The next chapter will summarize
the findings of this work and make suggestions for future work.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work
The previous chapters have detailed the design of a human-robot interaction
testbed and discussed work done to determine efficient methods of interaction for
classes of problems requiring cooperation between robotic agents. Very low-level
control such as path planning or strict teleoperation was done autonomously and
not explicitly studied. Human control at a higher level was studied as was human
coordination at a team level. For certain classes of problems, individual performance
is not a good measure of team performance.
Analyzing the gap between individual and team performance is a measure of
synergy. Measuring synergy for any class of problems involving teams is useful because
it indicates where the user’s effort should be focused and also where the developer’s
time can be best spent to increase overall team performance. For example, where
synergy is low, time might be better spent directing individuals or as a developer
working on individual autonomy. Where synergy is high, the user should interact
with the team and the developer should work on coordination improvements.
Controlling robot hardware can be effectively accomplished indoors with an
overhead camera and the presented image processing techniques in combination with
effective robot control algorithms and communication techniques developed in the
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MAGICC Lab. Using a simulator for the bulk of development, but designing the
system to provide hardware function with the flip of a few switches is an effective
system design strategy.
Problems that require robots to work together are fundamentally different than
tasks that can be effectively solved by individual robots. The experiment described
in this thesis includes both individual and team-level tasks. Finding enemy robots in
the maze could be done by groups or individuals, but once an enemy was found it had
to be tagged, by cooperating agents. Both types of tasks were studied. Autonomy
and interaction modes that produced the highest level of individual performance did
not produce the highest level of team performance.
In addition, although the findings of this research did not show a decrease
in performance above a certain level of autonomy, it seems probable that such a
point exists for all classes of problems with sufficient complexity to be unpredictable.
Future work could continue designing more and more robust autonomy and explore
the relationship between team autonomy and human interest and interaction.
Other areas of interest not studied explicitly in this work include:
• The relationship between user preference and overall system effectiveness and
efficiency
• Automatic path deconfliction techniques as a method of improving team cooperation
• Further development of team performance metrics and efficiency measurement
methods
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• Methods for controlling a greater number of robots in a larger and more complex
world
Each item will be briefly discussed. Understanding such issues will allow this work
to be more widely applicable and more effectively utilized.
User preference is inherently subjective and difficult to measure. However, if
user preference has a strong correlation with system performance, it will be important and may serve to define effective interface design methods. Strong correlation
between user preference and system performance coupled with widely varying user
preference would also be a significant finding. Such a situation could indicate the
need for manually adaptable interface designs that could be tailored to the needs
and preferences of individual users. Alternatively, an interface could be designed to
automatically adapt according to user performance.
Automatic path deconfliction is a problem that was not addressed in this work.
As the complexity of the maze and the number of robot agents increases, it becomes
more and more difficult to get robots to a desired location due to traffic in the maze.
The problem gets worse as enemies are tagged, because tagged robots immediately
stop and become effectively another obstacle. Methods of coordinating movements
both in the path-planning stage and mid-path as such needs arise would expand the
applicability of this research.
Team performance measures are an important guide to further team interface
development. As problems requiring cooperation between team members are studied,
such measures will become increasingly important. Improvements in team coordina-
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tion and human control of cooperating teams could potentially change most aspects
of everyday life.
Future work could include expanding the research to include many robots on
a much larger field. The same game outlined in this thesis on a much larger field
would bring out problems not seen on such a small platform. Study of problems that
involve agents necessarily cooperating is not common, but is important. Situations
requiring interaction between robotic agents should be identified and studied. Since
the world the robots in this study were working in was small and because of the
small number of robot agents, the full richness of the problem could not be explored.
Finally, work that follows this could explore building autonomy schemes that involve
several teams of robots working together and a human interfacing with either all the
teams at once or with individual teams. If a team of robots has a neglect curve similar
to individuals in previous work, that would allow several teams to be controlled by a
single operator. Such a scheme could drastically increase the total number of robots
that could be effectively controlled by a single operator.
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